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Statement of Intent
I always enjoy a good laugh at the theatre. Going to the stage and sitting and moping is all
right and well but can only be done so often; lest one becomes depressed, heaven forbid!
Thankfully, there is a cure to this plague of morbidity in theatre, and that cure is The
Importance of Being Earnest. I have loved it in every medium I have seen it in, on the stage,

in film, and even as an opera (I’ve watched Barry’s production twice). While I have
pondered many plays, all of which had the potential of being great fits of Sock’n’Buskin. My
first choice was and shall ever continue to Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest,
and I so earnestly wish to direct it for you!
Synopsis
The play revolves around two young men. Both putting on pretences in order to shirk their
responsibilities and live life large. Naturally the two fall madly in love quite quickly and
become engaged. Of course, there are prospective mothers-in-law who are more than glad to
stand in the way of happiness. And perhaps them both using the name Earnest Worthing to
get engaged lands them in hot water when their fiancées meet. And a whole plethora of other
absurd obstacles arise, to keep the lovers apart and wreak havoc on their lavish upper-class
lives.
Themes and Messages
The Importance of Being Earnest is a farcical, ridiculing the upper classes of Victorian
England. It pokes fun at the gravity with which the Victorians treated marriage, engagement,
baptisms, and socialising. Almost of all of the views expressed by characters are extremely
tongue-in-cheek and satirical, and I very much intend to emphasis these components. One
good example of this is at one point in Act III:
Gwendolen: How absurd to talk of the equality of the sexes! Where questions of selfsacrifice are concerned, men are infinitely beyond us.
Jack: We are. (Clasps hands with ALGERNON)
These lines arising when the first wave of feminism was in full swing, showing the
absurdities of the romantic counter-feminist sentiment. The play is rife with such humour
directed at the upper-classes and general Victorian morality. There still remains much
comedy in this approach of revisiting previous societies and examining their inadequacies
which we’ve moved past (and some which we’re still working on.)
It should be noted that The Importance of Being Earnest has drawn criticism, for while in
makes light on Victorian sensibilities, it offers no true solution for them. Not advocating for
any particular reform in its script. Though this critique with lack of political or social
message may also be one of the factors in its lasting success.
Sensitive Content
The above content mentioned in ‘Themes’ has the potential to offend if played straight,
however it is my intention and in keeping for how it was intended to be played, that those
lines and similar will be over-done, and ‘camped-up’ to make the non-agreeance with the
formal meaning quite clear. Keep in mind that the provided quote is probably the most
offensive in the play.

There is also intimate touching in the play, mostly embracing (hugging) and kisses on the
cheek, with only a few ‘true’ kisses. With advisement of actors’ comfort levels these can
easily be revised to stage kisses, just on the cheek, or just hugging. Though some physical
contact is still advised for effect. Of course, if on the off chance that it is virtual or distancing
is needed, none of this would apply. The probable work around would be some physical
comedy with actors making exaggerated motions.
Though certainly not an explored theme of the play, it does involve the engagement of
cousins, as the actual weddings occur within the play. Some humour is made towards this
fact, but as of the time cousin marriage was a common institution within the upper classes
and nobility, with the middle, working, and lower classes refraining from the practice.
Furthermore, no direct acknowledgement is made that the engagements made are occurring
between cousins by the characters.
Why it’s a fit for SnB
Ah, where to start? Perhaps the cost? I know I always prefer a well-balanced budget. Since
the playwright died over one hundred ago that means the all copy-right claims that could be
made to the play have expired. This means for us, no licensing fees, no performance fees,
and no script fees except for the cost of the actual paper and ink. Not bad, eh?
When I was child I had the preconceived notion that the more esoteric of plays drew in the
larger audiences. ‘Surely,’ thought I, ‘people shall be bored of seeing the same old
Shakespeare’s again and again. Having to suffer through another performance of Macbeth, or
Hamlet, or Romeo and Juliet, or Julius Caesar, will put people to sleep! No, no, put on
Coriolanus and they’ll flock in the thousands!’. Not so. I have long since been disabused of
such naïve thoughts. It seems time and time again that audiences wish to see plays they’ve
actually heard of. The Importance of Being Earnest satisfies that criteria, and thus stands a
better chance of drawing a larger audience and breaking even (or who knows maybe we’ll
have a net positive some day!).
Casting is fairly flexible, with only two roles of the nine needing to be male, and two needing
to be female, the rest is quite open.
To reiterate, this play is tremendously funny and would have the audiences in a roar of
laughter. Good comedy is a great ease on the mind and body and helps distracts us from our
worries. It can be a medicine, and despite what some people who only do dramas think, it can
also be a tool of revelation, for strange thoughts come to us when our minds are at ease
(hence dreams and shower ideas).
Director’s Concept & Aesthetic
The Importance of Being Earnest is a light Victorian farcical and the aesthetic should reflect
that, with warm lighting (yellows, those of natural daylights), set backdrop needn’t be heavy,
though there shall be a number of furniture piece, many easily covered with a tablecloth to

make it period ambiguous. As costuming is limited a bit of mixing-and-matching will be
mostly likely needed, but as long as a look of greater than 80 and less than 300 years ago can
be created, I’ll call it a success. I do endeavour to be a pragmatist in this regard, trying to
avoid cost where possible. Another important element will be soundscape, where I intent to
have sound transitions between acts (locations) to create sense of world. When moving from
Act I to Act II, where we move from city to country, we may have a sound que of train then
horse and carriage before curtains reopen, and characters walk on. During Act II, all of which
occurs outdoors there will be a consistent (though quiet) soundscape of birds, cicadas, and
other sounds of summer. To distinguish between London and the estate in Hertfordshire there
shall be different arrangements of the furniture, and different lighting on the flats to give
them distinct colours.
I shall ask for Received Pronunciation, or Heightened Received Pronunciation accents from
the actors, and will gladly coach on it. These accents are your BCC English and stereotyped
English snob accents, respectively. If actors are bad at it, it still can be utilised to comedic
effect depending on the role. And if need be it can be dropped for actors on a person-toperson basis, though Lady Bracknell is one who would most need the ability to do an overthe-top posh accent.
Production Plans & Timeline
*Larger spaces like KM preferred due to set shifts needed between acts*
Week 1-2

-

-

Week 3-4

Week 5-6

-

-

Meet for Read-through, and a little more cast bonding (initial
meeting mostly at call-backs).
Do a bit of coaching for accents (it’s okay if they totally sound
fake!) and show some videos for accent and character reference
(not all TIoBE).
Begin blocking Act II, and some of Act I. (There are only three
acts and no scenes in the play, so I’ll make some further division
for rehearsal’s sake)
Finish block Act II (Starting with Act II allows most of the cast to
rehearse together early on).
Turn full attentions to Act I for a week (actors only in act II and III
hopefully have established a practice regiment by now, and can
work on memorisation)
Finish blocking Act I
Begin blocking Act III
Lock-in set piece choices
Finish blocking Act III
End of Week 5, off-book date (soft)
Begin to get cast into costumes, and do some fittings
Full show run-through, should be off book
End of Week 6, off-book date (hard)
Have costumes all sorted

Week 7-8

-

-

Tech/Dress

-

Have flats for backdrop constructed (reuse ones from P&P if still
around)
Start doing full runs of Acts, (some Acts II and III together, and
Act I separately (depends on if Lane is dual cast with Act II/III
character))
Getting close to word perfect as possible, and drilling the nonverbal comedy
Playing with lighting and sound choices
Lighting and sound locked in
Electric tape is marked on ground
Actors do it perfectly, naturally (or realistically fine-tuning)

Props/Costumes: Costumes would be put together, to look at close to the Victorian period as
possible. There would be five male outfit including a priest’s (which could be done similarly
to Mr. Collin’s from P&P) and four female outfits, all full-length dresses. Acts I/III would
need a couch and two armchairs, with a side-table on which to place food & drink (if Covidrestrictions permit it would be real food, sandwiches and muffins being done, I would
volunteer myself to make them, and this is such a small and hard to calculate cost there
would be no need for reimbursement.) Act II would use some fake shrubbery and flowers
and two simpler chairs, and the same side-table. If cast as a drag role, or if the woman
playing Lady Bracknell has short hair, there would be need of a wig done up in a bun.
Set design/ideas
Backdrop would use two flats with windows in them, for the first act. Third act there would
be to columns between them (forming a doorway between the flats). Second act, which is
outside would have them further upstage with columns on other side. Wallpaper for the flats
would be nice but not necessary. After I’ve finished inventorying the wardrobe and props
room, I’ll see what I can do in the way of Victorian set dressing, though I think there is some
good clocks and the like to contrast London with Hertfordshire.
Production Roles
-

Director
Production Stage Manager and Technical Stage Manager (separate or in one)
Sound and Lighting board operators
Assistant Stage Manager
A few lackies for set transitions would be nice, but aren’t necessary as cast can do it
Cast (8-9) – 2 female, 2 male, 5 open casting (though characters are 2 F, and 3M)
o John Worthing, J.P. (Jack)
o Algernon Moncrieff
o Rev. Canon Chasuble, D.D.
o Merriman, butler

o
o
o
o
o

Lane, manservant
Lady Bracknell
Hon. Gwendolen Fairfax
Cecily Cardew
Miss Prism, governess
Script Availability

Available for free by many sources, it would just need to be printed and hole-punched together
(probably the cheapest option).
Online: https://www.gutenberg.org/files/844/844-h/844-h.htm
Downloadable pdf: http://jacneed.com/ASYD/Earnest/the_importance_of_being_earnest.pdf

